Book of Memories
Massimo Cuttitta

On the pages that follow, we extend our own memories and
tributes to Massimo Cuttitta who we were proud to know as
a scrummaging technician supreme, a champion of rugby’s
values, a colleague and, most importantly, a friend.

Massimo Cuttitta
September 1966 - April 2021

As One

Memories from Scottish Rugby

This is such sad news, and my thoughts go out to Massimo’s family at this tragic
time for them. Mas was a lovely man who connected really well with players and
fellow coaches, building lasting relationships with a huge number of people in
Scottish rugby and throughout the world. His passion and expertise made a gamechanging impact at improving the scrummaging of the national team and both of
our pro teams. He developed a strong bond with his beloved front row forwards,
who I’m sure will be immensely grateful for having met and worked with him.
Rest in peace Massimo.

I am gutted to read this very sad news. Massimo was supporting the national team in
my time there as manager and I regarded him as a great friend. Away from the field of
play, he was a manager’s dream, always offering himself up to assist in whatever job
needed to be done. At one point he kindly did some 1:1 coaching with my son who at
the time was an age grade player who went on to get his U20s cap. I remember the
2010 Argentina tour very well and we had a lot of fun together at the end of a long
season #propertouring. I will miss him and send my condolences to his family.
Guy Richardson, former Scotland team manager

Gregor Townsend, Scotland team head coach and former Scotland and British
& Irish Lions stand-off

Massimo was an absolute gent, a kind, caring man who positively impacted on us
all. These are easy things to say and to write and are often said without meaning
but not in this case. Professional sport can be a very hard place. It is often driven
by selfish desires, it can be littered with unfairness and people who don’t think of
others as often as they should but the reaction and messages to Massimo’s passing
tells you that he was one of the most respected, loved and cherished blokes ever to
be involved in rugby.
I’ll never forget a conversation I had with him after a Six Nations game in 2011. I had
missed almost a year of test rugby through injury and as a result I could sense that
there were doubts as to whether I’d play for Scotland again. This turned out to be
one of the games that I was most proud of in my career. That didn’t really matter to
anyone (as it shouldn’t, really) but Massimo knew it mattered to me, recognised that
and took the time to say the perfect thing to me at the perfect time. Class.
Chris Paterson, former Scotland captain and points-record holder

Many fond memories of Mass. Great character through good times and bad. Terribly
sorry to hear of his passing.
Neill Potts, former Scotland strength and conditioning head coach

So sad to hear this. A great bloke and true gent.
Gavin Kerr, former Scotland and Border Reivers prop

Massimo was such a wonderful warm-hearted, generous man. He always had time
for you and had an uncanny knack of knowing when a few well-chosen words would
lift your spirits, and he did. I remember on the Argentina tour in 2010 as the clock
ticked down to a momentous first Test victory in Tucuman – a notorious venue – I was
probably a wee bit enthusiastic in acknowledging a scrum penalty that Scotland had
won. Massimo wrapped a huge paw around my shoulders and said: “Great passion
Lawser!” He was just such a joy to be around. His love of Scotland was so tangible but
if you ever had any doubt that he was Italian, you just had to watch him drive in Rome
(usually with hands covering the full view!) to underline his roots!
Graham Law, former Scotland team media manager

No matter how long he had been travelling, Massimo always had a welcome for
you when he saw you again. His dedication to his job was remarkable, as was his
knowledge of Italian wines - and it was always a pleasure to share that with him.
Thanks Massimo! Riposare in Pace.
Gerry Haggerty, former Glasgow Warriors doctor and Scotland team medic

Chris Cusiter, former Scotland, Glasgow Warriors and British & Irish Lions
scrum-half
My condolences go out to all of Massimo’s family and friends but especially to
Marcello. Your brother was the most passionate and caring man I knew. He always
had time for me on the training field and was there on the end of the phone late into
the evenings whenever I called. I first worked with Massimo regularly on our winning
tour to Argentina in 2010. The scrum was key to our success in winning both tests,
against arguably the best scrumming pack in the world at the time. He has changed
the mentality of scrummaging in Scottish rugby that will live on forever. I’m very
lucky to have had Massimo in my life as a coach, mentor but most of all a friend. I will
never forget him and that smile we all grew to love. RIP Massimo.

Across the social platforms the last 24 hours have been informative for the numbers
of players & management that Mass clearly affected in his time with Scotland. The
Argentina Tour that both Graham Law & Guy Richardson allude to, was a fond memory
for several of us last night remembering this gentle giant of a man, a wonderful human
being who just loved people, and was a people person whose friendly presence was
simply international. A great loss, a man of such warmth the tributes are as deserved
as they are welcome. What sad news.

Moray Low, former Scotland and Glasgow Warriors prop

Stephen Mutch, former Scotland physiotherapist

I don’t really know what to say, Massimo was my scrum coach from day 1. Coached
me all the way to the Lions. Scrum sessions weren’t always enjoyable, but Massimo’s
company was. He was a great coach to me and pushed me hard. I owe Mass a lot. He
wasn’t just a coach but also a great guy and friend. Always smiling and always happy
to see the front row! I remember he used to take us for cakes and coffee before every
team run! Legend. I’ll always remember Mass for the huge role he played in my rugby
career and his huge heart! Thank you, Massimo!

Such sad news, he was a great man. Thoughts with all his family.

Ryan Grant, former Scotland, Glasgow Warriors and British & Irish Lions prop
I would not have achieved half as much in my rugby career without Massimo’s help
and guidance. I would like to thank him from the bottom of my heart. He was an
outstanding coach but more importantly an amazing man. I would like to think of him
more of a friend than a coach and one could only respect his honest and thoughtful
approach. He will be sorely missed. My thoughts and prayers go out to all of his family.

Big Mass! What a man, I’ll never forget the time he just turned up to training with the
ingredients to cook his favourite pasta for the whole 50-man squad. A man that would
do anything for anyone and would always go above and beyond. One of life’s good
guys! Once a warrior always a warrior.

Ed Kalman, former Scotland and Glasgow Warriors prop

Ryan Wilson, former Scotland and Glasgow Warriors back-row forward and captain

Massimo will always to me be one of rugby’s great men. He taught me a huge amount,
pushed us hard when needed but did it all, only ever wanting the best for us. He never
needed to raise his voice because the passion he had was there for everyone to see.
Away from the training field he was a gentleman and great friend to very many of us.
Thinking of you all.

A gentleman that is rare to find and impossible to forget. Someone that is honest,
passionate and genuinely wants to help others. A massive influence on my career and
my love of scrummaging! Much love.

Al Kellock, former Scotland and Glasgow Warriors captain

He was a coach who genuinely cared about the players. He was personable, hardworking, honest and kind. I have fond memories of walking around the Vatican chatting
with him the day before an Italy v Scotland game and joking about how long a walk we
were being taken on, as if they were trying to tire us out (it worked!) He was one of life’s
good guys and has left us far too soon. My deepest condolences to his family.

Pat MacArthur, former Scotland and Glasgow Warriors hooker

Ruaridh Jackson, former Scotland and Glasgow Warriors stand-off/full-back

A couple of great memories of Massimo. On the numerous occasions I visited Mass in
Anzio. One stands out amongst many great moments that shows how thoughtful and
considerate a guy he was!
Myself and Annie were over visiting him and a couple of days before we headed home
Mass held a barbecue for us in an old boat house. Best friend Leo, fisherman pals and
the harbour master all brought some homemade food from bread, pasta, fresh fish,
and plenty of wine. It was the banter between the friends and Mass, seeing him so
relaxed away from rugby that stood out. It was a memorable evening as we watched
the sunset over Anzio harbour.
A rugby related memory at Whitecraigs - the boys kept complaining about the food
being too plain. Mass said ‘I’ll make you some real Italian carbonara.’ Off with Mass
we set to Asda for all the ingredients, back to the kitchen where he prepared the
carbonara with an obscene amount of double cream. I and the boys all admit it was
the best carbonara we had tasted, very calorific.
He was kind, caring and very generous, a gentle giant. Rest in peace buddy shizzlelee
as you would say.
Dougie Mills, Glasgow Warriors Kit Manager

Lovely man. I remember him trying to phone Chunk Jacobsen during a Wales v
Scotland game to tell him what to do in the second half!!
Allister Hogg, former Scotland and Edinburgh back-row forward

So sad to hear this news. Thank you for everything you did for my career. Especially
the 1-1 scrum coaching on the back pitches of Murrayfield at the start of my hooking
days. You’ll be missed, rest easy Massimo.
Stuart McInally, Scotland and Edinburgh captain and hooker

Massimo was a brilliant bloke, he was so passionate about scrummaging and
although I played on the flank and probably contributed next to nothing to the
Glasgow scrum, he gave me the tools to make me feel like I could win a scrum on
my own. When he was at Glasgow our scrum really improved, and that passion he
possessed didn’t just come through on the training pitch. When we used to train
at Whitecraigs years ago, the big man would sometimes make us this smoked
salmon and cream pasta for lunch, it was one of the best dishes I’ve ever tasted.
He’ll be sorely missed, RIP Massimo.
Chris Fusaro, former Scotland and Glasgow Warriors forward
Massimo was a warm, kind man, a great coach, and cooked the best meal we ever
had at training.
Robert Harley, Scotland and Glasgow Warriors forward

‘Big Mass’ will be hugely missed by all in rugby but I know he leaves a legacy in the
hearts and minds of all who had the pleasure of having him as a coach, colleague or
friend. I’ll always remember Massimo as incredibly big hearted, genuine, funny and
passionate. In the time I was involved as player he not only improved the players
individually, the team and the organisation but enriched the lives of everyone he
came into contact with.
One abiding memory I have is in the early days at Glasgow Warriors of Massimo
cooking the whole squad and coaching staff a salmon pasta meal. With generous
amounts of cream involved, needless to say the meal was absolutely delicious. True
to the man, Massimo took the thanks and praise in his humble and unassuming way
and as always was just happy to help the team. A small example of the character of a
great man. RIP Massimo.
Richie Vernon, former Scotland and Glasgow Warriors forward
I consider myself to have been very fortunate to know Massimo as a friend and
colleague. He was a constant presence since first meeting him at Doncaster Knights
in 2008. He was instrumental in my decision to move to Glasgow Warriors in 2011
where I was privileged to continue working with him. His honesty and attention
to detail made him an outstanding role model and mentor who I wish to emulate.
RIP Mouse.
Michael Cusack, former Scotland and Glasgow Warriors forward

Massimo was very much a larger-than-life character, a man who was hugely
passionate about all things rugby, in particular the players and especially his beloved
front row forwards.
During his time at Glasgow Warriors, he played a major role in the development of
the scrum turning it from an inconsistent and ill-disciplined unit into a powerful,
dynamic and reliable source of possession and pressure. As Massimo would regularly
say, the front row players and the scrummaging unit was the most important
aspect of any team, without it you wouldn’t win anything. When i look at the front
row players that Massimo impacted and developed during his time at Warriors it is
definitely a very impressive list, (Moray Low, Ryan Grant, Jon Welsh, Gordy Reid, Ed
Kalman, Pat MacArthur, Doug Hall) all of whom went on the represent Scotland many
times between them. What a fantastic achievement for not only the players but huge
testament to the work that Massimo did with those players.
Massimo had a presence when he spoke about scrummaging, he spoke with passion,
authority and belief in the abilities of the players he coached, instilling confidence
and belief in those players with his consistency of clear message.
My memories of Massimo as a scrum coach are that he was in total control, he
demanded hard work from all, he never raised his voice… he didn’t need to as the
players hung on his every word. He also had a tendency to jump into a front row and
demonstrate what he was looking for …e.g., how to trick a referee into thinking you
were legal when you weren’t. “Through the bottom” and “to the left” along with his
trim phone shrill/whistle that he used to conclude a particular scrum are some of
the intricacies which will be very familiar to all who witnessed or were part of his
coaching sessions.

give to my wife, compliments of himself and Italy. He consistently offered to put us
up if ever we wanted to experience some proper home cooking and some real Italian
culture. Unfortunately, we never managed to take him up on his generous offer, one
that i truly regret.

As a back, Mas and I didn’t have much technical rugby to discuss but as people we
definitely connected. His enthusiasm and love for the fight was tangible and I count
myself very lucky to have met and worked alongside him. A warrior and a gentleman.
RIP Mas x

For me Massimo was more than just a rugby coach I worked with, he was a friend
who was kind and generous with a tremendous capacity to see the funny side of any
situation.

Simon Webster, former Scotland and Edinburgh wing/centre

He will be very sorely missed by all who had the fortune to meet him and get to know
him. R.I.P. Massimo
Shade Munro, former Glasgow Warriors Forwards Coach

Such sad news, a lovely man, always a pleasure to chat to. Thoughts with his family
and all who knew him.
Karen Burnett, former member of Scotland team management and manager
of Scotland 7s

My lasting memory of Massimo was my first season at the club. Horrible Tuesday
morning in November and I’d just started training with the seniors.
I’d done okay in the scrum session but hadn’t got that many reps in that morning. He
caught me after units quickly and worked with me, one on one, on the single man
sled all through lunch until I nailed my engagement. His whistle made me laugh every
time.
What I loved about Massimo was he didn’t care who you were or where you’d come
from or played for, he always made time for you. He then clipped that scrum and got
Gav to send me it that week so I had a blue print for the weekend. Some man who
will be sorely missed.
Zander Fagerson, Scotland and Glasgow Warriors forward

Massimo used to tirelessly commute to Scotland once a week to coach so he was
very often not around on game day, he used to insist that i keep my mobile next to
me during games so that I could feed back messages from him to the players during
Warriors matches. I remember getting a glare from Gregor during a half time team talk
as my phone started to ring in my pocket; it was Massimo with yet more messages.

Extremely sad to read this. I loved working with Massimo. Rest in peace.

To me Massimo was a tremendous kind-hearted true rugby man who i respected
hugely. He was a man you could trust and a man who was generous with his advice
regarding any life situation you might be going through at the time.

So sad to hear this news today . A great coach and more importantly a great man. You
will be missed by many. RIP Massimo.

I once communicated to him that my wife Jude loved Italian food especially the
fantastic cheeses and cold meats on offer… the following week he turned up at
Scotstoun and presented me with a hamper of classic Italian cheeses and meats to

Kyle Traynor, former Scotland and Edinburgh prop

Matt Taylor, former Scotland A back-row forward, Scotland and Glasgow
Warriors defence coach, now Australia defence coach

Tragic news. A quite brilliant man who was always great fun to be around. Thoughts
with his nearest and dearest. Rest in peace Massimo.
Rory Lawson, former Scotland captain and scrum-half

RIP Massimo a wonderful man my condolences to the family.
Eddie Pollock, former Scottish Rugby specialist coach and Stirling County prop

Massimo was a lovely man who was a pleasure to spend time with. Such very sad
news. Thoughts with his family, RIP big man.
Jason White, former Scotland captain and British & Irish Lions back-row
forward

Really sad to hear this. He was an absolute gentle giant and great fun to be around as
well as appreciated by all who worked with him.
Dr Jonathan Hanson, Glasgow Warriors team doctor and Scotland team medic

Such a lovely man, kind, gentle and a real pleasure to work with.
Kirsty Gillespie, former administrator with Scotland team management

Murrayfield Stadium, 2011
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Scotland open training session, Grantown on Spey, 2013

Stadio Olimpico, Rome 2014

Rest in Peace
Massimo Cuttitta

Six Nations press conference, 2015

